DURATION OF STUDIES
1.5 years (3 semesters)

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION
English

ADMISSION CONDITIONS
A Bachelor in history - economics - society or an equivalent degree in another field, upon completion of supplementary courses to be determined based on prior studies.

Master's Programme
THE MASTER IN POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CAPITALISM

offers an innovative programme of study in political economy that is unique in Europe and goes well beyond the narrow limits of traditional teaching in mainstream economics. The programme offers students a distinctive and stimulating intellectual breadth in terms of economic theories and methods, the objects of economic inquiry as well as its normative conclusions. It incorporates the socio-political and historical foundations of economic activity as an explicit part of its curriculum. To that end, it is enriched by perspectives from other social sciences, notably from sociology, political science and history, but only to the extent that they are concerned with economic phenomena such as the social relations that incorporate a trade or monetary dimension, that influence the distribution of economic resources or that shape the allocation of power. For that reason, the Master in Political Economy of Capitalism is designed for students who are seeking a solid foundation in political economy rather than a multidisciplinary programme. The curriculum is organised around a core group of obligatory courses that will give students a solid grounding in the political economy of capitalism. Students then develop basic knowledge and skills in three areas of inquiry by choosing from a selection of courses in comparative political economy, economic history and international economics. Finally, they have the opportunity to tailor their programme to their own interests by choosing from a list of optional courses. As an integral element of their Master's degree, students will write a dissertation based on their own original research in political economy, conducted under the supervision of an instructor in the programme, with the option of continuing their research in political economy by writing a doctoral dissertation being available to excellent students.

unige.ch/sciences-societe/formations/masters/political-economy-of-capitalism
STUDY PROGRAMME
3 semesters (max. 5 semesters) | 90 ECTS credits

Required classes
36 credits
- Heterodox Economics
- Political Economy of Capitalisms
- Capitalism & Enterprise
- Economic Policy
- Quantitative Methods
- Research Atelier

Option classes and electives
30 credits
- History of Economic Globalization
- History of Financial Crises
- Contemporary Capitalisms
- Comparative Politics
- International Political Economy
- The Economics of Globalization
- Ressources naturelles, institutions et développement

Master's thesis or work placement dissertation
24 credits

PROFESSIONAL PROSPECTS
The Master in Political Economy of Capitalism leads to a number of opportunities both in Switzerland and abroad in:
- Banking and financial sector
- Industrial enterprises
- Consulting firms
- Public policy and administration
- International organisations such as the ILO, the WTO, the OECD and the UN
- Non-governmental organisations
- The media
- Teaching and research

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
www.unige.ch/sciences-societe/etudiants/horaires

LEVEL OF ENGLISH
General language test for candidates is not required.

MOBILITY
Master’s students are permitted to go on exchange for one semester. Students may go on exchange as early as their second semester but may earn no more than 30 credits at another university. The dissertation cannot be substituted.
www.unige.ch/exchange

UNIVERSITY TAXES
500 CHF / semester

REGISTRATION
Deadline: 28 February 2019
www.unige.ch/enrolment

CONTACTS FOR STUDIES
GENEVA SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
Uni Mail
40 bd du Pont-d’Arve
1211 Genève

STUDENT AFFAIRS
T. +41 (0)22 379 80 00
secretariat-etudiants-sds@unige.ch

ACADEMIC ADVISOR
Gaetan Clavien
T. +41 (0)22 379 80 05
Gaetan.Clavien@unige.ch

www.unige.ch/sciences-societe

All programs are subject to changes. Please consult the program regulations.